Security Immersion Experience
Security in a cloud-ﬁrst world
Data is accessed, used, and shared on-premise and in the cloud–erasing
the traditional security boundaries. You need technology that protects
you against evolving threats. Microsoft technology secures your digital
transformation with a comprehensive platform, unique intelligence, and
partnerships.

Stay secure, enhance productivity
Knowing that your time is valuable, we have developed a true to life, hands-on, interactive session
designed for professionals like yourself–Security Immersion Experience (SIE). It is a facilitated hands-on
session to test-drive Microsoft devices and solutions through simulated, every security scenarios.

Participate in a SIE
During an Immersion session, you and a handful of colleagues will
experience the true impact of being a Microsoft-secured organization.
We will provide a skilled facilitator to walk you through security
scenarios using the latest Microsoft online services and some of the
newest devices on the market.

What a Security Immersion Experience can do you for your organization:
A CIE trained facilitator will walk you through
security scenarios. Here is what to expect:

Each session is unique and typically lasts 1-3
hours. Here is what you will experience:
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•
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•

No slides, demos, or sales pitch

•- It’s interactive, experimental, and fun
•Custom sessions for participants
•- Based on your interest, priorities, & needs
•Learn best practices to secure your data
•- Keep documents & communications secure

Find Out More: www.synergy-technical.com

•
•

Understand modern threats

•- Help your users avoid common pitfalls
•Protect your users identity
•- Learn secure ways to authenticate
•Work securely while being productive
•- Secure data without inhibiting workﬂow

Contact Us: tellmemore@synergy-technical.com

Security Immersion Experience can include:
Threat Protection

Identity Protection

Information Protection

Malware–Phishing & Spoofing

Modern Identity (Best
Practices)

Azure Information Protection

Exchange Online Protection &
SmartScreen

Microsoft Secure Score (MFA &
Password Expiration)

Data Loss Prevention

Windows Defender Security
Center

Configuring Office 365 MFA

App Management (Intune)

Conditional Access

GDPR Compliance Center

Ready to schedule a CIE?
Contact us now.
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